Tracking exertions of force to nanoparticles and particles of different features in the course of their agglomerations is important for the scientific community working in different domains. Visualizing the live exertions of force in agglomerations of nanoparticles and particles in solution is a challenging task. It is also an expensive procedure to reach out for discussions on their agglomerations based on only visualized dynamics. However, suitably captured microscopic images of their specimens can map tracked forces of medium dynamics. A net force exerted to a faced side of a nanoparticle or particle for agglomeration is by means of tracing forces of medium poles in addition to their own poles. In agglomeration of nanoparticles and particles, exerting force is in the mode of mute, alert and functioning successively. In agglomeration of nanoparticles and particles of anisotropic shapes, electrons of surface atoms behave orientationally. This is not the case for distorted nanoparticles and particles. Forcing exertions to them in agglomerations depend on their features and lengths of focusing.
Introduction
In order to understand the atomic behaviors of different elements, a mechanism of forcing exertion can be considered with respect to the surrounding environment.
Understanding the behavior of force for nanoparticles and particles of different shapes is helpful to the field of science in many ways. It is possible to trace dynamics of nanoparticles and particles through their suitably captured images of microscopic analyses of specimens.
Exertion of force to atom of confined inter-state electron dynamics involves a conservative mode at first stage [1] . A silicon atom under neutral state executes confined inter-state electron dynamics to generate photon energy [2] . Energy and force influencing the gas state carbon atom (at electron level) convert it into a different state as explored by Ali [3] . However, a conversion of gas state carbon atom to a different state is under the engagement (not involvement) of non-conserved forces, where nonconserved energy is involved (not engaged) at first stage. The study conducted by Ali reveals that exerting forces to electrons introduced different transitional behaviors (recovery, neutral, re-crystallization and liquid) of original solid and gas state atoms as per supplied energy [4] . Atoms of none of the elements ionize [5] .
Tiny particles of different features developed under the application of different energy and force behaviors, where the force in the immersing format was considered again for developing nanoparticles and particles of various geometrical shapes [6, 7] .
Visualizing and observing the atoms at work, their charge dynamics were studied under the application of high-resolution microscopy [8, 9] . Exertions of force to atoms of tinyshaped particles formed at different regions of solution surface while nucleating particles of different geometrical shapes have been discussed by Ali and Lin [7] . Source of levitational force has also been explored. Exertions of force to different featured tiny particles while assembling to develop anisotropic particles [7, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and distorted particles [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] have been discussed.
The origin of physics and chemistry of materials was discussed, where particles of extended shapes developed at a very high rate [14] . It is important to understand the individual dynamics of formation of tiny particles before studying their assembling for a large particle [15] . Understanding in assembling tiny particles for large sized particles will lead to deal with atoms and molecules materials of tomorrow [16] .
The on-going research efforts should use geometry and entropy to explain dynamics in addition to structure [17] . Park et al. [18] introduced a method to determine three-dimensional structure of individual nanoparticles in solution as they tend to be a useful means of information. The modification of building blocks to some extent introduced complexity of their self-assembled structures in extended level [19] . Reaction-diffusion processes at the nano-and microscales were investigated providing new means of understanding in different areas [20] . Tuma et al. [21] exploited the physics of reversible phase transition from amorphous to crystal state, where that was under the reset of neuron reconfiguration of atomic structure. The optical properties of vanadium dioxide changed intensely under the change in state [22] . To configure colloidal assembly, the use of multiple laser beams may manipulate and assemble colloidal atoms in parallel form [23] .
A detailed analysis was presented for complex nano-structures and colloidal nanoparticles under the description of different named forces [24] . Different interactions were considered in the formation of a variety of nanoparticles [25, 26] .
Various chemical compounds and precursors are used to develop a variety of nanoparticles and particles. In different methods, the set conditions also introduce forced exertions in addition to exertions of force along the poles of tiny particles, nanoparticles or particles. They should agglomerate in different zones of solution to scheme stalls. Their modes of agglomeration must identify the new parameters which
have not yet been investigated. Dynamics should describe their behavior at all scales.
Dynamics should monitor locally arisen forces in relation to fundamental forces. Here, agglomeration of nanoparticles and particles is discussed by tracking their forcing exertions. For this, suitable bright field transmission microscope (BF-TM) images were considered, where they processed in pulse-based electron-photon and solution interface process discussed elsewhere [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Results and Discussion
A tiny particle of geometrical or non-geometrical shape is in the side length of a few atoms. A molecule is smaller in size or of the same size as a tiny particle. A nanoparticle has length of each side in a few tens of nanometers. So, it is bigger in size to a tiny particle. Particles have their lengths of each side in several tens of nanometers. laminar or turbulent flow, or relative particle setting [27] .
The matching lateral widths of nanoparticles and particles can facilitate filling vacant spaces under controlled angle agglomeration, where they can assume a new shape of their distribution. An anisotropic nanoparticle or particle is influenced by a force having a directional behavior. When a similar shaped nanoparticle or particle conceived the focusing of length to arrive within the common vicinity, it agglomerated under the even exertion of force at electron level. Focusing of size distributions in colloidal nanocrystals was first pointed out by Peng et al. [28] . Size focusing methodology is due to the different levels of stability among different-sized nanoparticles [29] . In Figure 2 (a), a hexagonal-shaped particle focuses on distorted particle with a gap of certain distance. They can attain favorable orientations of sides to conceive the focusing of lengths of agglomeration at common vicinity, which is through forcing exertion of the medium dynamics. When both the particles are in distorted shapes, they agglomerate under zigzag interactions with the solution as shown in Figure 2 particles is shown in Q2, a distorted particle having uneven lateral and adjacent orientations of electrons is shown in Q3 and an anisotropic particle of even lateral and adjacent orientations of electrons is shown in Q4; sketch is drawn in estimation Different interactions prevail in the course of agglomerations of nanoparticles and particles. On agglomeration, under certain settings of occupying zones, the nanoparticles and particles design the overall shape of their distributions. They agglomerate by locating common vicinity prior to sinking inside the solution. Initially, a nanoparticle or particle remains static within the solution. In static interaction of a nanoparticle or particle with solution, force remains in mute mode while energy remains in functioning (working or applying) mode. In limiting interaction of a nanoparticle or particle with solution, a force remains in alert (ready to exert) mode while energy also remains in alert (ready to silent) mode. In kinetic interaction of a nanoparticle or particle Q1 Q2 A kinetic interaction of an anisotropic nanoparticle or particle with solution is a controlled interaction that depends on the net extracted force. A focusing of length of nanoparticle or particle of anisotropic shape with respect to a focusing of length of another identical featured nanoparticle or particle does not infer its agglomeration at mid length of its available distance. But it locates the suspected point of agglomeration, which is at a certain distance from the conceived focusing of length. Suspected point of its agglomeration is formed under the net differences of forces exerting for its own drawn poles and drawn poles of its occupied quadrant as drawn for Q2 in Figure 4 .
Each anisotropic particle originates its own length of focusing. This is due to the coordination of other anisotropic particle(s). So, particles agglomerate at common vicinity under the net differences of forces exerting from poles of more than one origin. carried through the path predicted in the form of band gaps of different levels in materials of conductor, semi-conductor or insulator behavior are given in a separate study [5] . Again, originating the potential applications of distorted nanoparticles or particles in catalysis and potential applications of anisotropic nanoparticles or particles in photonic form are discussed elsewhere [14] .
Both solution composition and medium source influence the forced exertions to nanoparticles and particles. Thus, trajectories of suspected points of agglomerations in different featured nanoparticles and particles can be plotted in many ways. These require indepth studies to explore the underlying sciences. Here, different features of nanoparticles and particles need to be considered. These studies may explore interesting new insights for the scientific community. Modes of forcing exertions to nanoparticles and particles of different features are needed to be explored. A behavior of force to distorted particle and anisotropic particle can be selected in different ways.
These open areas for researching and inventing new knowledge at multiple scales. As the shape of nanoparticles and particles becomes more and more distorted, the influence of forces in different formats also becomes more and more chaotic. This is because these particles neither measure their precise length nor measure their precise diameter. To measure their approximate size, it is required to locate their center of mass first. This way, the studies of colloids provide vast room for conducting new research at different levels. The relations of forces in different formats along with distribution of nano energy for matter at different scales can open countless avenues for scientific research.
These can engage students, researchers and scientists in suitable statistical analyses for the valuable outcomes. Fundamental questions on the stability of colloidal nanoparticles and roles of different surfactants and ligands for them are yet to be explored [30] .
Conclusion
Nanoparticles 
Experimental details
Different BF-TM images discussed in Figures 1 to 3 are synthesized by setting the different process parameters, where the main parameters are given in the captions of the figures. Layouts of the setup along with different conditions are given in earlier references [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The employed method to synthesize nanoparticles and particles discussed in this work, which is called pulse-based electron-photon and solution interface process in the studies references 10 to 14, can be referred to as photochemical method, or conventionally an electrochemical method in chemical sciences.
